Home Audio
Active Speakers

Our Roots

For nearly forty years, Genelec has been setting quality
standards for music studios and broadcast production
facilities around the world. Whether it is about music,
movies or any other quality audio content – many of
your favorite tracks are produced with Genelec active
loudspeakers – quality that professionals rely on.

ALL GENELEC SPEAKERS ARE MADE HERE IN IISALMI, FINLAND
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Professional Sound Quality at Home

Have you ever thought about how much time,
care and effort artists and sound engineers put
into their master pieces? A single piece of music
can take countless days and several production
phases before it reaches your ears.
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For several decades, Genelec has been helping artists to
reach their high standards as well as creating the art of sound
production along the way. Our Home Audio Series brings
the same high quality into your home – making music,
movies and web broadcasting come alive like never before.
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The Harmony of Sound and Design

The active principle of all Genelec loudspeakers
makes great sound easily accessible and extremely
reliable. Because the amplifiers are integrated within
the loudspeakers, you won’t need any external amplifiers.
Instead, you can connect the loudspeaker to any device
and just press play. Each dedicated amplifier is optimized
for a specific driver. This Genelec fully integrated system
design ensures you can get an outstanding listening
experience as often as you like. These loudspeakers
are made to last.
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Accuracy is a key feature of all Genelec loudspeakers.
This means that the sound you hear through our loudspeakers matches precisely with its origin – just like the
artist intended it to be. What you get is a flawless, truthful
audio experience without compromises. Quality that fulfils
the needs of high-end hi-fi systems and home theatres as
well as computer, TV and audio server requirements.

Minimalistic Nordic design makes Genelec
loudspeakers an easy match with different interiors.
Our long-standing collaboration with the renowned
industrial designer Harri Koskinen has resulted in
a design that matches functionality and elegance
with professional acoustic excellence.
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G Series
Imagine listening to your favourite music in the privacy
of your own home with a sound as clear and precise as
if you were in a studio or a concert hall. The Genelec G
Series is a range of loudspeakers that combine the best
sound quality, unique minimalistic design, reliability and
ease of use – all in one package. These loudspeakers are
a long-term investment for unique audio experiences with
the best possible sound quality.

Specifications
				
SPL dB

Hz–kHz

WOOFER in

TWEETER in

AMPS W

H mm/in

W mm/in

D mm/in

WEIGHT Kg/lb

CONNECTORS

G One

96

67–25

3

3

/4

25 + 25

195/7  11/16

121/4 3/4

114/4 1/2

1,5/3,1

Rca

G Two

100

56–25

4

3

/4 	

50 + 50

242/9 1/2

151/6

142/5 5/8

G Three

104

50–25

5

3

3,2/7,0

Rca

/4

50 + 50

299/11 /4

189/7 /16

178/7

5,0/11,0

Rca / XLR

G Four

105

41–25

6 1/2

3

/4

90 + 90

365/14 3/8

237/9 3/8

223/8 13/16

8,6/20,7

Rca / XLR

G Five

108

32–25

8

1

120 + 150

452/17 /16

286/11 /4

278/10 /16

14,4/31,7

Rca / XLR

1

13

7

1

15

G One

G Two

G Three

*) Balanced connectivity available in G Three, G Four and G Five.

G Four

8

G Five
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F Series
If you want a home theatre that is equivalent to a
real theatrical experience, you will want a subwoofer
to bring the lower notes alive clearly and precisely.
This allows you to truly hear all the different dimensions
of the soundscape – the deep power of the waves in the
sea or the awakening volcano.

Specifications

Traditionally, the reasons for not having a subwoofer were
their large size and stark appearance which do not fit
your interior decor. The Genelec F Series offers a solution
to this issue by bringing you powerful subwoofers with
aesthetic design that blends in beautifully with any space
and style.

								

REMOTE

SPL dB

Hz

WOOFER in

AMPS W

H mm/in

D mm/in

WEIGHT Kg/lb

CONTROL

CONNECTORS IN

CONNECTORS OUT

F One

98 	

35 – 85

6 1/2

40

251/9 7/8

305/12

6,3/13,9

Yes

RCA 5.1 / 3.5mm Stereo

RCA x5

F Two

102

27 – 85

8

150

300/1113/16

362/14 1/4

9,8/21,6

Yes

RCA 5.1 / Stereo XLR

RCA x5 / XLR Stereo

System recommendation
Stereo

G ONE

G TWO

F One

1

1

F Two

1

1

G THREE

1

G FOUR

2x

G FIVE

2x

Surround

G ONE

F One

1

F Two

1

G TWO

1

G THREE

G FOUR

G FIVE

2x

F One

F Two
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Streaming Music

Surround Sound

Access to huge collections of music has never been easier
than it is today. Multiple streaming services and internet
radios offer lots of possibilities and countless tracks of
music. Whether it's a tiny little streamer or high end quality
device, the solution is simple. In any case all you need
in between the streamer and your Genelec loudspeakers
is the signal cable and you’re connected. Couldn’t be
more simple.

To connect active loudspeakers into your system all you
need is pre-outputs from your Home Theater processor.
The processor can be preamplifier or integrated as long
as it has pre-output connectors. After connecting your
Genelec system you might want to watch your favorite
movies again as the soundtrack will not sound the same
anymore – audio details and dynamics make the
experience feel like you discover a new world.

Stereo

5.1
Option 1
PREAMPLIFIER

WIRELESS CONTROL WITH
MOBILE PHONE OR TABLET

STREAMING SERVICES
AND INTERNET RADIO

STREAMER

Stereo with subwoofer

5.1
Option 2
PREAMPLIFIER

WIRELESS CONTROL WITH
MOBILE PHONE OR TABLET
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STREAMING SERVICES
AND INTERNET RADIO

STREAMER
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Architectural Products

High quality sound with hidden loudspeakers?
This can seem like a major challenge but it is
not as unobtainable as you might think. Genelec
loudspeakers are designed to bring high quality sound
to any environment – with or without visible loudspeaker
cabinets. So go ahead and install these loudspeakers into
a wall or ceiling, or even paint them over if you like – the
high quality sound is there to stay.
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In-wall and In-ceiling Loudspeakers

Accessories

Each and every Genelec product is an active loudspeaker
and the in-walls don’t deviate from that. The in-wall and
in-ceiling loudspeaker systems are carefully designed for
easy installation and optimal sound.

Sometimes loudspeakers are best located when they
are out of your way. This is why we have designed a
large variety of accessories that allow you to place your
Genelec loudspeakers in your desired location – be it
close to the ceiling or on the wall.
If you wish to bring high quality sound with you wherever
you go, take a look at our selection of loudspeakers
carrying bags. We have a solution for every size to make
sure your loudspeakers will stay safe from scratches.

AIC25

AIW25

AIW26
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5041A

Table stand

Wall mount

Ceiling mount

FOR G ONE AND G TWO

FOR G ONE, G TWO AND G THREE

8000-436

Soft carrying bag

Volume control

Twin cable

FOR G TWO

STEREO

RCA–XLR
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For the Sake of Better Future

Nature and respect for it have always been important
issues for Genelec. In our products there are lots of
recycled materials and similarly we recycle almost
100% of our waste.
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One of the most remarkable environmental factors is the
life cycle of the products themselves; disposable culture
is not part of our thinking but the life cycle of our products
is easily tens of years and the products which have
reached museum age can still be serviced, lengthening
their lifespan. We consider this to be the greatest respect
for nature and path towards its clean future.
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Innovative Technologies

Precise room response
compensation for optimizing
in-room performance.

Directivity Control Waveguide
(DCW™) for flat on- and off-axis
response.

Minimum Diffraction Enclosure
(MDE™) for uncoloured sound
reproduction.

Each transducer is driven by
its own optimized amplifier.

Active crossover operating
at low signal levels.

Sophisticated drive unit protection
circuitry for safe operation.

Advanced reflex port design for
extended low frequency response.

Bass Management System
handles multichannel low
frequency content.

Versatile mounting options
for all installation needs.

Vibration decoupling Iso-Pod™
stand improves sound image
definition.

Intelligent Signal Sensing (ISS™)
for power consumption reduction
in stand-by mode.

T +358 17 83 881
F +358 17 81 2267

genelec@genelec.com
www.genelec.fi
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